Arrhythmic complications of electrical cardioversion: relationship to shock energy.
Existing guidelines for electrical cardioversion (ECV) of atrial arrhythmias suggest starting at a low energy setting on the grounds that shocks of high energy might damage the myocardium or trigger more serious arrhythmias. We hypothesised that more powerful shocks would exceed the upper limit of vulnerability for inducing ventricular fibrillation. The initial use of higher energy could therefore reduce arrhythmic complications. We collected data on the sequence of shocks delivered and the resulting changes in cardiac rhythm in 1896 patients who underwent transthoracic ECV. Rhythm strips derived from 200 consecutive ECV attempts were studied to verify the accuracy of the synchronisation of the shocks delivered. In 2522 attempts at transthoracic ECV, 6398 shocks were delivered, 1243 in atrial flutter or atrial tachycardia, the others in AF. Ventricular fibrillation was significantly more common after shocks of < 200 J (5 of 2959 vs. 0 of 3439 shocks, p<0.05, Fischer's exact test). Conversion of atrial flutter or atrial tachycardia to AF was also more common at < 200 J (20 of 930 shocks vs. 1 of 313 shocks at > or = 200 J, p<0.05, chi2 test). Sinus bradycardia or sinus arrest complicated 0.95% of cardioversion attempts, but none required emergency pacing. The incidence of bradycardia was not related to the energy used. Shocks of > 200 J are associated with fewer tachyarrhythmic complications, and do not increase the risk of other serious complications. Bradycardia after cardioversion is very rarely of clinical importance.